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advocacy of its aims the Association for the Improvement of 
Geometrical Teaching owe; so much as late secretary, hopes, 
through the agency of it.; columns, to extract from experienced 
teachers 1\ISS. which have long been lurking in desk or pigeon· 
hole for want of a suitable organ for making them known. 
This new· venture, which has been started in consequence of a 
resolution passed at the association's annual meeting in January 
last, is proposed to be "a terminal journal for students and 
teachers." The editor has to feel his way : words of encourage· 
ment have come from the far East and \Vest, as well as from 
many teachers in thi• country. The number before us opens 
with a short paper, by the editor, on · the eccentric circle of 
B:Jscovich. ·we borrow .from Dr. C. Taylor's book on 
Conics the following verdict on Bose lVich's work :-It is "a 
clear and compa:t treatise, which for simplicity, depth, and 
suggestiveness will not readily be surpassed." Dr. J. S. llbckay 
abstracts the first book of Gino Loria's treatise on " the exact 
sciences in ancient Greece," viz. that on the Greek geometers 
before Euclid. In addition to the works cited by Dr . .Mackay, 
we may call attention to three notes on the history of mathe· 
matics by the Dani;h mathematician, H. G. Zeuthen (which 
have recently been published in the Bulldi11 dt I'Acad/mit 
Royale des Scimces de D.:memaKk (I893). Prof. A. Lodge gives 
some usef11l approximations and reductions. Then follow some 
elegant solutions of examination questions, and a select number 
of questions for solution. A commendation of the new French 
journal, f Inlerm!diart des clo;es this No. I. 
The size of the page, the clear type, and the excellent paper, 
should secure for the Gaulle far more than a mere mcces d'ertime. 
The figures are lithographed on a separate sheet. \VI! note one 
little property for Adams' (p. 8.) 

Amtrz'call vol. xvi. 2. (Johns Hop· 
kios University, April, I89.J. )-W. H. l\Ietzler in com p)und 
determinants (pp. I3I-I50) shows how to express certain minor> 
of a compound determinant A(••l in terms of the minors of various 
orders of A. The paper is divided into two parts, one relating 
to determinants, the other to matrices. A short note follows 
on the order of terms in a semi·convergent series, by H. P. 
Manning (pp. Iji-1551- Writing on the addition theorem> of 
Jacobi and Weierstrass (pp. IS6-I631, E. Study gives a new 
presentation of result.; connected with an investigation of the 
arldition theorem; given in Hirzel's paper, "Spharische 
Trigono:netrie, orthogonale Substitutionen und Ellipti;che 
Functione't" (I89J). Two articles follow by A. Chess in. The 
first i; summ1tion of logarithmic and exponential series (pp. 
I64-IS5), the second a note on the general solution of Bessel's 
equation (pp. I86-7). In an article on cycloidal and 
trochoidal curve; (pp. I88-2ot) Prof. F. Morley give; many 
interesting results in connection with these curves. The text is 
illustrated with several carefully drawn figures. A hvo-page 
no:e on induced linear substitutions, by Prof. F. Franklin, 
closes the num!Jer. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES. 
LONDON, 

Royal S:>ciety, April I9.-" Electrical In•erference 
Phenomena sonewhat analogous to Nc1vton's Rings, but 
exhibited by Waves along Wires." Bt Edwin II. Barton, 
B. Sc., late " I8jl E'th!bitioa" Science S;ho!ar. 

(I) The preliminary paper (Roy. Soc. Proc., vol. liv. 
pp. 85-96, I8931 on this subject gave the results of a single 
experiment, and approximately accounted fl.lr the1n by a 
mathematical theory of the phenomena involved. 

(2) The present pap discus;es the question of disturbances, 
and gives nine experiments. Two of these are similar to the 
first experiment, but were made under better c1nditions; the 
others were made either to lead to these improved conditions or 
in confirmation of the original fundamental conclu;ions. 

(3) The di;turbances alluded to arise from the fact that the 
electrical wave; are not suddenly lost after their first incidence 
upon the abnormal part of the secondary, but course to and fro 
until they die out. A method of avoiding the greatest dis· 
turbance due to this cause is pointed out and adopted. A 
correction is al;o calculated and applied for another disturbance 
which still remains. · 

(4) The chief (Ex pt. v. arts. 42-48) is on inter· 
ference sam :what anabgous to Newton's rings, by 
transmission. 
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The experiments conclude with two examples (Expts. viii. 
and 1x. arts. 51-62) of modifications of the secondary which 
produce tzo retlexion. These consisted re;pectively of thinner 
wires near together, and of thicker wires further apart, than the 
norm:1l spacing. In each ca;e the capacity was practically 
unaltered by the change in the wires; hence, as anticipated 
from the theory, no reflexion occurred. 

(6) The systematic comparison of theory and experiment, 
made (Arts. 63-77) near the end of the paper, does not 
exhibit an absolute quantitative agreement. N the 
two are so far concordant in all their gweral features as io be 
mutually confirmatory, and were approved by Prof. Hertz 
(under whose able guidance the work was carried out in Bonn 
1892-93) as close approximations. ' 

" On Rocks and Minerals collected by Mr. W. l\L Conway 
in the Karakoram-Himalayas." By Prof. T. G. Bonney, 
and llliss C. A. Raisin. 

Physical Society, Apri127.-Prof. A. W, Riicker, F.R.S., 
President, in the chair.-A paper on the mechanism of electrical 
conduction (Part I. Conduction in Mdals) wa; read by C. V. 

Considering a body not at absolute zero of tem
perature, the author shows that electromagnetic radiation 
would result in heat being degraded into a lower form of 
energy, if any parts of finite electric conductivity were present, 
and from the fact that our planet is not devoid of he tt, deduces 
the following Theorem I. :-"In a region contai matter 
there may be (and probably always are) some parts which are 
perfect insulator', and so:ne parts which are perfect conductors, 
but there can be no parts whose conductivity is finite, unless 
every finitely conductive portion is enclosed by a perfectly con· 
ductive envelope.'' This conclusion is in accordance with 
Poisson's theory of dielectrics, and with Ampere's and Weber's 
theories of magnetism and diamagnetism respectively. Theorem 
II. is enunciated as follows:-" In metals, and in other non· 
Clectrolytes whose conductivity is finite, the trans:nission of 
currents mu<t be affected by the intermittent contact of 
fectly conductive particles"; and a> a corollary, II£. 
is given:-'' If we suppose that in a sub;tance at the absolute 
zero of temperature there is no relative motion the 
molecules or amongst their appreciable part<, it follows that 
every substance at this temperature must have either infinite 
specific resistance (which does not imply infinite dielectric 
strength) or infinite conductivity.'' • Fleming and Dewar's ex· 
periments on pure metals tend to confirm this. The author 
then shows why, on the intermittent contact hypothesis, a 
conductor is heated when a current flows through it. On the 
assumption that in ordinary conductor; the relatio'l between 
the electromotive intensity in the intermolecular spaces and 
electric displacement is a linear one, and thlt the electric forces 

small in with the orJinary intermolecular forces, 
Ohm's Law is deduced. A model is next described by means 
of which contact E. M. F. and the Pdtier effect can be repre
sented and explained, and in considering Volta E.l\L F.'s, the 
author points out that it is doubtful whether experiments in a 
perfect vacuum CO\IId decide the questions at issue in the con· 
tact-force controversy. The fact that the transparency of metals 
is much greater than Maxwell's theory indicates might be ex· 
plained without attributing any ne1v properties to electro· 
magnetic field by supposing the dimensiom of not 
quite negligible in comparison with the wave-length of light. 
Prof. S. P. Thomp;on thought the paper had an important 
bearing on the kinetic theory of solids. He saw no reason 
why Ohm's Law should be proved, for he regarded it as a 
definition. The President said the author represented all 
actions as being due to collisions, thereby introducing the same 
difficulties as were felt in the kinetic theory of gases, viz. that 
collisions would give rise to mechanical oscillations in the 
molecule; of and shriller pitch. Prof. J. J. Thomson 
had .recently given an explanation of electrical phenomena by 
vortex filaments. After some remarks on the visibility of 

by Hovenden, Dr. Burton, in reply to Prof. 
E Thompson, said Ohm's Law, when expressed as C = a CIJJZ-

staut, was really a law, :md not a definition.-A com· 
on the design and winding alternate· current electro

magnets, by Silvanus P, Thomp;on, F.R.S., and l\Iiles 
\Valker, was read by the former. The paper describes ex· 
periments showing that when the magnetic inductit>n does not 
exceed 4000 (C.G.S.), the pull exerted by a laminated electro· 
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on its armature is the same, whether it·be excited .by a 
continuous or by an alternating current of equal strength. 
For higher inductions the continuous current gives 
slightly -greater force. Another experiment made with 
$olenoids and the U-shaped plunger of a llrush alternate cur
rent arc lamp, gave similar results. In considering the question 
of winding alternate current so ':lS to obtain a 
given excitation when the current is supplied at constant 
voltage, it is shown that the ampere-turns are inversely pro
rortional to the number of t ums, for the impedance varies 
nearly as the square of the number of turns. One important 
property of such electromagnets when supplied at constant 
voltage is that they give a fairly constant pull over a long range, 
for as the armature moves away from the magnet the current 
increases, thus counteracting to wme extent the effect of dis
tance. On the other hand, the alternating voltage ·required to 
obtain a given force is much greater than that needed with con· 
tinuous currents. \Vith the armature in contact with the .core 
the ratio of the two voltages '\\aS found to be ·170, whilst 
separating them by 9"2 mm. reduced the ratio to '21"5· Prof. 
Perry pointed out that the constant pull of the altern at<: current 
magnet followed immediately from the fundamental equation 

= rc + ni when r& is small, for if be constant then I and 
therefore_!. and P are constant. He was interested to see that 
the pulls for equal ampere-turns were the same, and indicated 
how the problem could be worked out mathematically when 
.hysteresi:; was taken into account. Mr. Blakesley thought it 
better. to fill the. space on a magnet full of rather than 
use wire only just large enough to carry the current, for the 
loss of energy would te reduced. Some of the formul:P. given 
might be put in simpler form. Mr. Swinburne said an alternate 
current magnet would only give constant pull in special case>. 
As another tule for winding alternate current he said, 
wind the magnets as for continuous currents, and put a condenser 
in to take tl;e same current, thereby reducing the Yoltage re
quired. Mr. Blakesley.said it would require a capacity of 6oo 
microfarads to suit the magnet mentioned in the paper. Dr. 
Thompsen, in reply, agreed with Mr. Blakesley that the con
denser was impracticable in many cases.-1\rajor R. L. 
Hippisley, R.E., read a paper on a graphical method of con
structing the cun·es of current in electromagnets and trans· 

ar.d exhibited a machine for drawing these curves. 
Taking the ordinary cqua\ion for a simple a ternate current 

· · E · dB R" h ll. h I . C:trcutt · sm fl - dt = '• w ere IS t e Iota t1ux, 

and i the current ; the author. writes it .in the form 

E . Ldi R" 
SID jl·- 1llk dt-=' 1, 

:where L is the coefficient of self-induction of the. circuit with 'the 
iron•withdrawn and 1nk the tangent of the inclination of the nn 
curve lll 1he point corre•pondipg to the instant considered. 
This-cquaticn is integrated for a short part of the C)cle during 
whkh.111.mny be considered constant giving 

E -
i= R cos Oksin (pt- ek) + Ak• 'mkL" 

Methcds of finding the constants in the last equation are then 
dfscribed, the method of drawing the current curyes step 
by.step '1 he machine for performing the process is 
illustrated ·in the paper, and the curve for an electromagnet fed 
with altemating current shown. The case of a transformer 
without leakage is worked out at some .length, and 
the cutvcs of plimary and secondary current determir.ed. Dr. 
Svmrner said tte author had used great care in working out a 
difficult problem more c< mpletely than usual. In cases such as 
arise in practice the Ri small, and for this case Evershed 

l:ow to determine the current cunes of a transformer 
the periodic state bad been reached, some five or six years 
He (Dr. St:mpner) had also shown how to graphically 

the current -curves for circuits containing iron in.!SSS. 
The author's method was, however, of mqre generalapplication. 
M r: Trotter if whether the m.,chinr could be used in 
practical altetnate current problems, say, for e)(amplt", to pre· 
determine \he E.lii;F. curve of. an alternator. i\Iajor Hippisley 
nplied to the points raised. 

1Geo!ogical Sociery, April -25.-Dr. Henry Woodward, 
F.R.S., l'resident,.in the chair.-Mr. A. R. Sawyer, referring 
tc srecimens exhibited by him from: the Tr..ansvaal, 0r3Jlge Free 
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State, Cape Colony, 1\Iashonalancl, and III atabdeland (the last 
mentioned collected during the ncent war), remarked that 
gneisses and gneissose cover a large portion of 1\Iashona
land, together with patches of schistose rocks and a fe1v 
lied rocks. He drew attention to the fantastic assumed 
on weathering by the granitic gneiss, which he considered solely 
due to atmospheric ngencies, and not to ice-action or to the. effects 
of submersion. The schistose rocks are, for the most part, 
sheared and altered igneous masses. There are numerous 
examples of dolerites and epidiorites passing into hornblende· 
schists; and of more acid igneous rocks. Masses of magnetite 
occur in various parts of Mashonaland, and serpentinous rocks 
(which probably owe their origin to the alteration of peridotites) 
in the north-west corner of the Victoria gold-field. 
auriferous vtins occur am'Jngst the sheared acid igneous rocks 
of the Umhungwe Valley in the district, and gold occurs 
in the kaolin produced by the disintegration of these rocks.
The following communications .were read :-Further notes on 
some sections on .the new railway from Romford to Upmioster, 
and on the relations of the Thampo Valley beds to the boulder 
clay, by T. V. Holmes. Tht!author alluded to his discovery of 
boulder;clay on this .new railway at Hornchllrch (Quart. ')ounz. 
Geol. Soc. Avgust rSgz), and describt:d the finding of more 
boulder clay close to Rom ford during the deepening ancl widen· 
ing of a cutting there. The boulder clay was on precisely the 
same level as that at a mile and a half to the 
south-east, and, like it, was covered by gra\·el belonging to the 
highest, and presumably oldest, terrace of the Thames.Valley 
system. A portion of the silted-up channel of an ancient 
stream-course WilS also found in this Romford cutting. Its re
lations to the boulder. clay. could not be seen, as they were not 
in contact, but they were altke covered by the oldest gravel.be· 
longing to the Thames .Valley system. The author discussed 
the probable direction of the flow of this stream-course, and the 
way in which it was superseded by the ancient Thames. After 
noticing certain points brought forward during the discussion on 
h!s former paper, he concluded with a critichm on the views to 
which Dr. Hicks inclines in his paper on the •sections in and 
near Endsieigh Street (Quart. 7ounz. G(o/. Soc. vol. xlviii. 
1892) as regards the age of those beds, as;erting that they are, 
in all probability, simply river drift of the Thames Valley srstem, 
and consequently post-glacial, in the sense of being later in date 
than the boulder clay of Essex and Middlcsex.-On the geology 
of _the Pleistocene deposits in the valley of the Thames at 
Twickenham, with contributions to the flora and fauna of the 
period, by Dr. J. R. Leeson and G. ·ll. Laffan. The sectiou 
described in this paper was exposed during the construction of 
an effiuent from the'Twickellhamsewage-works to the Thames. 
Its length ·was about one mile. The beds exposed were (I) 
coarse reddish-yellow gravels, coloured blue below, lying on an 
eroded surface of (2) dark blue loam, varying in thickness, the 
greatest thickness seen being three feet, at a place where the 
bottom was not reached ; (3) dark sand ; (4) coarse ballast 
gravel; (S) London clay. The loam (which is quite a local 

yielded eight species of mollusca and fourteen species 
of plants, all still livmg in the neighbourhood. A number of 
mammalian bones, referable to seven species, were lying just on 
the surface of the loam. A!!Jongst the forms were bison.and 
reindeer. The authors consider that the loam was deposited in 
a small lakt", and they .alluded to similarities between it and a 
deposit described by Dr. Hicks .as occurring in the Endsleigh 

.excavations. In the remarks on these two papers,,the 
Prestdent congratulated the a.uthors of the second paper on 
having succeeded in tescuing interesting a collection of re· 
mains of Thames Valley mamrnalia. Sir Jobn Evans ei<pressed 
his pleasure at l\lr. Holmes's futther discovery of evidence as to 
the superposition of the old Thames Valley gravels .upon the 
boulder clay, as these discoveries supported the .,.jew he_ h.ad 
always held that these gravels, \lihether at a .high or at a. low 
level, were " post-glacial" .in the sense indicated by the 1.uthor. 
He also remarked. that the finding of the. mammalian remains 
by Dr. Leeson in the low-level gra\'els at Twickenbam was of 
inter<:st, as proving the existence of the. reindeer. and .bison in 
the Thames at the time of the deposition of these .beds. to 
some of the remains of .other animals, however, he entertained 
doubts whetQer, though found.in tbe course of the ex;ca,·ation, 
they really belonged to the gravels. lllr. E. T. _!'{ewton, .l\lr. 
Lewis Abbott, .1\lr. G. ll. Laffan, Prof. Hull, and Dr. Leeson 
also spoke, and 1\Ir. T. V, Holmes briefly replied to 
made on his paper.-On a new goniatite from the lower coal 
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measure<, by:IIi:rb!rt B >lton; S >.Ver!Jy ill hie C 
tw.) fo><il< th! ntm! of c,zia!i!n 

Listai, of;wh:ch lefr.'JJ.nd liJnre i> clearly C. Lirttri, w:1il;t 
the riE:ht<han l on! diff.:r; Cf) ni<ierJ.b!y fr.>:n it. Th! a·l!h )r 
gnve of-Cuia'itnListtrianrl w'1ich 
agrees with the form represented in s nght-hnd 
Thi> specie> is limiter! to the sh1les forming the ro)f of th! 
"Bull inn'' or upp!r se:1m of the Iowen c.nl m 
whilst C. Lisltri fr.>m t'lc l01va lim!sto:te shlle; to th! 

se:1m. 

Chemical Society, April 19.-Dr. President, 
in the. ch:lir.-Thc following pnpers were read:-The marinetic 
rotations of acid; of acetic pro' 
pionic acirh, pho;gene an<i ethylic carbJn:lle, by W. E. Perkin. 
The molecular; as<ociation by Ram<ay and Shield; 
i< app:uently without innuence on the magnetic rotations of 
acetic ant. propionic· acids. In a number of c:1se; where ll\'? 
similar atoms or groups of atoms enter a compound by sub· 
stitntior., the in magnetic rotation causcJ by the 
entuncc: of fust group is diffaent to that caused by the 
second ; as the President pointed out, Thomsen hlS obs=rYed 
an analogous phenomenon in his thermochemical invcstig:ltions. 
-The action of concentrated acid; on certain metals when in 
contact with each other, by G. J. Durch. and J. \\', Dod;{son. 
The authors arc investigating the chemical and electrical be
haviour of diffc:rcnt pairs of metal; in contact when placed in 
the strong mineral acids, V cry slow action occurs when a piece 
of sodium on a strip of platinum, iron, or carbon, is 
placed in concentrated sulphuric acid ; the sodium of a sodium· 
carbon couple requires more than hours f_,r its solu:ion in 
sulphuric acit..-The action of light on oxalic acid, by A. 
Richard;on. Oxalic acid, exposed to light, is slowly decomposed 
with form:ttion of hydrogen peroxide and carbonic anhydridc.
English. jute fibre, hy A. l'.:ars, jun -!•htural 
I. Celluloses of the Cravzitu,r, by C. Smith.-Preliminary note 
oa the volatili;ation of s:tjts during evaporation, by G. II. 

During the evaporation of salt solutio..'ls a considerable 
amount of salt i; volatili>ed, although every precaution be 
taken to guard against mechanical loss. C::e<ium chloride solu· 
lion containing 2S6 gram; to the litre lost 18·86 milligrams of 
salt per litre duringevapor:ttion.-Constitution of glycocine.and 
its derh·atives, by J.>JI Sakurai. author con;ider> thJ.t 
glycocinc must be regarJed as.an internal ammonium salt of the 
constitution 

CH.-Nif3 I . I 
CO-O 

Simil:u viel\'s of the con;titutions of hip;>uric·acid, a;p:utic aciJ, 
and asparagine are nl;o expre;sed.-Note on che constitution of 
glycocine, by J. Walker. by anllOciY• the evidence 
affor\Ied bf th: electrical conquctivity goes to show th.tt glyco
cine has the ordinarily accepted constitution 

NH2 • CH2 • coon. 
-On the oxidation of the alkali metals, by W. H.>lt ani.W. E. 
Sims. Potas>ium, sodium, anl probably lithium m:ty be 
r.li.;tilled in perfectly dry oxygen withoat underg.)inJ oxi l:1tion; 
potanium monoxide, is not formed by the oxidation of 
the u•etal in any of the oxides of nitrogen, :li i; g¢n!ully sup
posed, and there is no evidence of it> existence in the pare. 
state.-The action of iodine and of methyl bdide on aconitine, 
by W. R. Dunstan and H. A. D. Jowett •. 

Zoological Society, May 1.-Dr. A. Giinther, F.R.S., 
Vice-President, in the chair.-The Secretary read a report on 
the ndditions that h:td been m1dc. to the Society's menagerie 
durin" 'the month of Aprill89·t• ani called speci:tl attention to 
a collection of mamn:1ls to the S lciety by 
Dr. J. Anderson, F.R.S., bein;: p:1rl of the of his 
recent expedition to Egypt.-Dr. Giinther, F.R.S., 
and made 'rem:trks on specimens o: a African Jijrobill 
(Bucaos and of a portion· of the tree in which the 
nest was placed, and spoke of its mode and of its extra· 
ordinary habits during th:1t season. The h td. been. 
trnnsmitted to the British Mu;eum by Dr. S;hi:i.lland of 
Grah:lmstO\vn.--Dr. I I. E. Sauvage exhibited a vertebra of 
earliest kn'Jwn Snalce,from the gauiL of W. 
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Ilate>on exhibited a large number of sp=cimen> of Cmio:lw:z 
z•ariabilis, a Phytophagous lleetlc from Sp:tin, i•1 ilbstration of 
discontinuous nriation in colour.-Prof. F. Jeffrey gave 
an accollnt of the Echiooicrm; collected during the voyage. of 
11.1\I.S. and by II.M.S. E{rria, surveyin<T 
Maccle3field The which hal been made by 
Mr. I'. W. ll355C!t Smith, with the co-operation of :'lfr. J. J. 
\Valker, was very extensive, and cont:tined exa<nples of many 
new soecies, some of which were of a very remarkable chuotcter; 
-Mr.' Ernest•\V. Holt gave.an account of some of the re;ults of 
his recent studies in teleostean morphology made at the Marir1e 
Laboratory-.at Cleethorpe. Mr. Holt first of some speci
mens of the BirkeEiu.;e {il!Jlvaabyssomm, Nilsson). The regular 
occurrence of this fis!J off the Faroe Island; and its o:c:tsioaal 
capture on the.coast of Icebnd were·no1v recorded for the fir;t 
time, the species htvin;: been previou>ly ob;erved only on the 
Scandin:l\·ian coasts. The specimen;, six in numh:r, all of 
considerable s:ze, were described in detail, an:! the species wa> 
carefully compared with the allied form !IE. vulgari1 (th: Common 
Ling). l\Ir. Holt next proceeded to the "r<cesms 
orl•lf,zlis," an accessory visu:tl organ of the Pleuronectid FishesJ 
The organ in question was stated to be a highly. ebstic saccubr 
proce;s of the membranous wall of the orbit:tl cavity. It h:d 
been found to occur in all the. fbt·fi;hes eumined, Yiz., the 
Halibut, Long Rough D.tb,' Drill, Plaice, Flounier, Lem:m· 
Sole, Dab, and Common Sole, and \Vas belie,·ed occur in all 
fht·fishes with well-devclo;:>ed eyes. Finally, :\Ir. H.>lt s;:>oke 
of an ndult specimen of the Com-non with sym netrical 
eJe>, and d1scussed the bearing of thi; specimen on am!Jicolor· 
ation. The. ;pecimen in question, about fifteen IonJ, 
was perfectly normal in extern:!.! cJnfi.;uration, excep: th:1t 
the left eye had retained its position on the left side of the he:1d; 
nnd.was nearly· opposite to the right .eye. Antero·ventrally it 
had been somewhat overgrown by the skin. The o:olomtioo was 

the Tight side being br.)wn an:i the left side· \\'hite. -,\.· 
communication was read fron Mr. St. George CO:l• 

taining field·notes on the Wild Camel of Lo'> Nor, a; 
during his recent journey aero;; Central A<i:l.-Hr. OIJ5.!1d 
Thomas gave an account of a collection of m:1mm·Js from O.n'ln, 
S,E. Arabia, which had beentrammitted tothe llritishMu;eum 
by Dr. A. S. G. Jayakar, among which were examples of a new 
Hare: (Ltpus omaumsis) and of a new Go;1t of the genu> 
1/mzitragus, proposed to be calledja;•,:kari, after its discoverer. 
Altogether se\·entcen species were represented in thi; collection, 
fro:n a locality of which very little W.ls previously known. 

Linnean Society, May J.-Prof. President, in the 
chair.-Dr. Johann l\lueller, of Aargan, and Prof. K. Mitsickuri, 
of the University of-Tokio, were elected foreign members of 
the Society.-Prof. Poulton exhibited the l:trv:l! of certain 
Lepidoptera to illustrate the results of experiments which he 
h:tct made in regard to the influence of environment upm their 
colours. Variously coloured twigs and shoots, such as occur in 
nature, were shown to influence the appearancr:: of m:triy twig· 
like larvx in such a m:tnner as to aid their conceal:nent.-Prcf: 
G. ll. Howes exhibited and m:1de remarks upon the eggs and 
yonng of Cerafo.!w .F()s/tri, received from Prof. Semon, of J en a, 
who i> en":tged in working out the development of this fi;h.-
1-Ir. Saunders, of Luton, with the a1dof the o:<yhydrogen 
lantern, exhibited plasmodium in the act of formin;:: sporangi:1; 
the species, which had been fo1nd on birch, wa> Di.iymium 
squamu!"sum,-On behalf of Dr. II. B. Guppy, the Secretary 
read a paper· on the habits of three species of Ltmua. In this 
paper, the nuthor detailed the re;ults of experiments made by 
him during a. period of twenty month;, and showed that Lwzm: 
gibbu can p:1ss the winter either in the gibbous forn. or with 
lronds which in appearance rc;emble those of Lwm,: 
minor, The flowering of Ltmua gibl:a wa; observed in July, 
when it was found that the gibbous pl:tnts were producing their 
ll:tt fronds, which were nlso in flower, and floating detached. 
In both cases the flowers were herm:tphrodite, but they the 
appearance of being unisexu:tl, on ·account of the flowers of the 
gibbous plants protruding only the pistil, while th'Jse of the fiat 
fronds only •evoh·ed tht: stamem. '\fter the habit3 
of the winter fronds of La:ma }"!;·rhz:a, and allu:lmg to 
min"r, the paper concluded with a table of temperatures rd:1tmg 
to the germinating, budJing, and fllwering of thes; p!:tnts.
A< paper was ther. read on the fertili;ation <Jf certmn !\Ialapn 
orchids, by Mr. II. N. Ridley. 
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Entomological Soctety, May 2.-Captain Henry J. Elwes, 
President, in the 'chair.-1\lr. S. Stevens exhibited n specimen 
<Jf A rgymlis aglaia var. dzarlolla, taken by the late Rev. J :tmes 
Watson in the New Forest in 1870.-l\Ir. J . Clark exhibited 
n curious variety of Chelonia caja, having nn extraordin:uy 
wedge-shaped marking extending from the outer margin to the 
base of the left hind wing, and also, on the same wing, n small 
spot, \\hich was brown and white in colour, and had the 
nppe:uance of having been taken from the fore wing nnd 
inserted in the hind wing. The specimen was taken at 
Abbotts Wood, Sussex, in July t8gz.-Prof. E. B. Poulton, 
F.R.S., exhibited living specimens of the larv:c of Gaslropaclza 
qzurdjolia, surrounded respectively during the early stages of 
growth by black twigs and lichen-coloured twigs, the food being 
the same in both cases. All the !arne were shown upon a white 
paper background, but examples of the surrounding twigs which 
produced the change of colour were shown beside each batch. 
Mr. Merrifield made some remarks on the subject.-l\lr, E. 
Meyrick communicated a paper entitled "On Pyralidina from 
the l\Inlay Archipelago."-Mr. C. J. Gahan read a paper 
entitled" A Supplewentnl List of the Longicorn Coleoptera ob
tained by 1\Ir.J. J. Walker, R.N., duringthevoyageofH.M.S. 
Pmguitz." 

PARIS. 

Academy of Sciences, May 7.-0n tbe spectra of oxygen 
at high temperatures, by l\1, J. Janssen.-Researches on the 
isomeric propylenes and their compounds with sulphuric acid, 
by III. Berthelot. · Trimethylene is rapidly absorbed by pure 
sulphuric acid forming the normal ethereal salt {C3H 7) 2 
On addition of water it separates as a heavy oil which is only 
very slowly acted on by water and is decomposed by potash 
slowly in sealed tubes at too". Ordinary propylene combines 
with sulphuric acid in the same way to yield a much less stable 
derivative.-On Flabdlum anthophyllrmz from the Gulf of 
Lyons, by Ill. de Lacaze-Duthiers.-Articular movements 

by means of photography, by II[. 1\Iarey. Photographs 
are taken in successive positions of a bright wire attached to the 
moving part. The results of a study of human jaw movements 
are given.-Report of III.Darboux on a memoir on the triangle 
of sequfnces {presented by M. Desire Andre).-Azimuth, lati· 
tude, and longiturlf', hy equal heights without the aid of the 
chronometer, hy Ill. E. Cas pari. The method described is held 
to have many good characteristics, among which the fact of the 
same precision being obtained for all latitudes and all zenithal 
distances is notert.-Experiments on the contraction of liquid 
jets and on the distribution of velocities internally: abstract of 
a memoir by !\J. Bazin.-1\Iathematical theory of the Watt indi
cator: abstract of a memoir by III. L. Lecornu.-Observations 
of the comet Gale, made at Algiers Observatory, by MM. Ram. 
baudand Sy. Ill. Tisserand gave details concerning a photo· 
graph of this comet obtained on May 5, at Paris. The photo· 
graph shows the comet with a tail 4" in length.-Emission of 
5ound•, by III. Henri Gilbault.- Equality of the speeds of pro· 
ragation of very short electric in free space and in long 
wire conductor•, by IlL 1\J. Dufour. The author experimentally 
demonstrates the extension of 1\li\I. Sarasin and de Ia Rive's 
conclusions on the subject to the case of a wave-length of 
8·5 cm.-Absorption 5pectra of cupric bromide, by Ill. Paul 
Sabatier. The spectral absorption of aqueous solutions varies 
with. the concentration; alcoholic solutions give the same 
absor1 tion spectrum as concentrated aqueous solutions, probably 
the salt here exists in the anhydrous condition. -On the vari· 
ations of viscosity shown by melted sulphur, by 1111\I. J. 
Brunhes and J. Dussy.-On the blue lakes obtained from dibro· 
mogallanilide and on some reactions yielding blue products of 
polyphenol;, by IIJ. P. Cazeneuve.-On a new carbon chlorirle, 
the dichloride of hexachlorobenzene, by M. Et. Harral. The 
prope1ties are described of the substance C6Cl8 obtained from 
hexachlorophenol by action of the aldehyde from 
essence of lemon grass, by MM. Ph. Barbier and L. Bouveault. 
-On the industrial manufacture of products rich in nicotine. 
hy III. Th. Schlcesing.-On the oxidation of beer worts, by III. 
P. Petit.-Researches on the chemical transformations of the 
fundamental substance of cartilage during normal ossification, 
loy Ill. C. Chabrie.-On some points in the anatomy of CryptO· 
proctus from Madagascar, by III. H. Filhol.-The perfume glands 
of Viverrida-, by Ill. .H. Beauregard.-The sexual reproduction 
of Ascomycetes, by III. P. A. Dangtard.-The bcustrine basin 
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of Cnnstantit:e and oligoc<ne formations in Algeria, by M. E. 
Fic'Reur.-Examination of milks by pressure, by l\II\1. }{. Leze 
and E. Hilsont.-On the tldamalitm, by Ill. Calmette, concern· 
ing the antitoxic blood of animals protected the poison of 
setpents, by Illl\I. C. Phisalixand G. Bertrand. 

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, and SERIALS RECEIVED. 

Boo>:s.-Notes on the Ventitati<n and Warming of He uses, &c. : Prof. 
E. H. Jacob (S.P.C.K ).-S'mple Experiments for Science Teaching: J. ,\. 
Bower (S P.C.K.).-Practicat Botany for Beginners: Prof. F. 0. Bower 
(Macmillan).-Ahernating Generations; a lliologicat Study of Oak Galls 
and Gall I· lies: Dr. H. Adler, translated and edited by C. R. Straton 
(Oxford, Clarendon Pre,.).- Lux Natura: : D. Sinclair (E. 
graph of the Stalactites and Stalagmites of the .Cl•ans Co,·e, near Dairy, 
Aynhire: J. Smith (E. Stock).-Fallen Angels: One or them (Gay and 
Bird).- The Steam-Engine and other Hnt-Enginrs: Prof. J. A. 
(Cambridge, University Pres.<).-Creatures of other Days: Rev. H. N. 
Hutchinson (Chapm>n and Ho.II).-Theorie des Femrohn auf Grund der 
Beugung des Lichts: K. Strehl; r Theil (Leipzig, Barth). 

Tipulida:: S. H. Scudder.-Zweiter Jahres· 
Bericht des Sor.nblick-Vereines fUr das Jahr 1893 (Wien).-Lost British 
Birds: \V. H. Hudson (Society for the the 
Times (London). 

SERIALs.-American Journal of Scienee, May (New Haven).-Bulletins 
deJa s,ciete d'Anthropologie, January (Paris).-Memoires de Ia Societe 
d'Anthropologie de Paris, tome 1 (3° series), 3° fasc. (l'oris).-American 
Meteorological Journal May (Ginn).-Engineering IIIagaine, May 
York).- Proceedings o{ the Society or Natural Science and Luera· 
lure, No. 4(Chester).-Memoirsand Proceedings of the Manchester Literary 
and Phito>ophica! Society, Vol. 8, No. 2 

Review, Vol. r, No. 3 (.!llarmillan).-AHrcnomy and Astra-Physic<, lllay 
(Wesley).-Actes de Ia Societe Scientifique du Chili, tome 3, 3e Liv." 
(Santiago). · 
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